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571. the human person is a free and responsible social being who, in the course of history, has

acquired moral and material means of fulfilling his full potential[1226]. as a social being, man is a
unique being endowed with a rational soul and body, a historical being with roots in his own culture,

and a free being who can make choices and judgments. he is called to share in the divine plan of
creation, in which every person is an integral and original part.[1227] this involves his ability to

exercise his proper function of acting in conscience and in accordance with his god-given gifts and
responsibilities, which are closely related to his individual will and to his social identity. in this
regard, the church teaches that everyone is intrinsically valuable and bears a dignity which is

independent of his physical and social condition. consequently, in the distribution of goods, there
must be an adequate care of those who are poor, sick, weak, or in any way in need. the rule of

solidarity means that everyone, regardless of social position, is called to contribute to the building up
of a just common good. in the human community, there are duties which apply to all and which

pertain to the common good of the entire group. from this point of view, social life as a whole is the
communio, that is, the participation in the unity of the human race, in the one body of christ. for the
just distribution of goods, it is necessary that everyone have his place and contribution. 1267. the

church firmly believes that in a just and authentic democracy, the proper role of the state is to
provide all citizens with an adequate minimum of public safety and to promote the common

good[1228].[1229] in order to foster the dignity of the human person, the state must guarantee
freedom of conscience, religion, and opinion; it must ensure that, in religious matters, no restrictions

be placed on anyone's right to profess and practice his religion; it must respect the equality of
citizens before the law and guarantee them access to legal defence; it must foster economic and

social welfare in order to provide the poor with an adequate standard of living; and it must
guarantee participation in public life. the church's social doctrine teaches that true freedom is

freedom of conscience, which is an inalienable right, and that the entire person, body and soul, must
be regarded as a whole, and that what is good for the body is good for the soul. freedom of

conscience means that the human person is free to follow the truth of his beliefs, and that the state
has the duty to protect and promote a truly human way of life. it also refers to the right to education
and to the need to promote, through the law, the rights of the family and the protection of its goods.
thus, the state has the duty to ensure the provision of food, clothing, and shelter; it must ensure the
right to work and the right of association; it must guarantee health care, freedom from exploitation,

and a reasonable income.
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the family is a sanctuary where christian discipleship receives a concrete and lived experience of the
love of god. it is a school of faithfulness and justice, a school of values and virtues, a school of life
and of love. the family is the first, often only and at times the only, form of education in christian

values.[636] the family represents the image and likeness of the lord, who is a father and who loves
us in the family.[637] at the same time, the family is also a school of human solidarity and

communion, in which we learn to live a common life and to love, to work together, to care and to
give. the family is also a school of justice, a school of peace and a school of justice. if it is also a
school of the propagation of the gospel, this happens through the witness of the family and of its
members, through the way in which the family is formed and develops. a family is not merely a

private realm, apart from the world, in which life goes on in an isolated manner. rather, it is a reality
that is deeply rooted in society, in the world, and that is an essential element of the history of

humanity. 459. the church respects the freedom of religious conversion and the freedom to profess
and practise the religion of one's choice.[962] the church also condemns in the strongest terms the

crimes of religious persecution, which are an affront to the dignity of every human person. everyone,
whether of the majority or of the minority, has the right to live in a country without fear of being

persecuted for his religion, and in a society in which everyone can profess and practise his religion in
the fullness of freedom.[963] in this regard, it is worth remembering that the catholic church has

always been the protagonist of the promotion of human rights and freedoms, which she has always
defended against every form of religious discrimination. it is only the sacredness of human life that
can preserve true freedom for all, and not, as often happens, a misguided form of freedom, which

substitutes itself for life. ' 5ec8ef588b
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